
Dear Operation Christmas Child Ministry Partners, 

For each 2021 volunteer, our opportunities to minister will begin on the weekend of November 6th and 
7thand continue through November  22nd. There are 3 action items in this communication. The first is to 
confirm that you are able to attend our in-house training on Sunday, 11/7 from 12:15 to 1:30pm, so we may 
provide you with refreshments as you meet your team leaders and learn the details of your ministry. 

For the past few years, we have had a “Packing Party” for our own Grace Kids Ministry to pack shoeboxes. 
This is a wonderful opportunity to teach our Grace kids how to give to others. This year in the Grace Kids’ 
half of the gym on Sunday, November 7th during first and second services, we will do it again. That’s where 
your choice to minister to our Grace Kids could make a huge impact on the success of our “Packing Party.” 

Here’s what we have in mind: 

1. You decide if you are available to help during first (9:15) or second (10:45) service. We hope you will 
attend your preferred service and help us during the other one. Our goal is NOT to disrupt either service by 
having people enter late, so please commit to helping us for one entire service. If we finish early, we can 
fellowship together and praise God for what He is doing through Operation Christmas Child. 

2. Each child will have a MINISTRY ESCORT (that would be YOU) by his/her side as a GO box is packed. 

3. The child will first choose boy or girl, then age 2-4 years or 5-9 years or 10-14 years. 

4. On long tables, all the donated gifts will be organized by age; most by gender unless it doesn’t apply like 
toothbrushes and school supplies. (See below, we need your help with this on Sat. 11/6 @ 10:30am:) 

5.You will guide one child at a time to the tables marked with the selected age group to pack an 
appropriately full (not overstuffed) GO box with all the essential gifts in it: schools supplies, hygiene items, 
small toys, stickers, clothes, flip flops and a WOW item, and a note they will complete for the recipient. 

If more children are waiting for their turns, then we would ask you to lead another child through the process, 
and then repeat as necessary. When all the children have packed gifts, our task will be completed. 

This process will allow us to do two things: 1. Supervise the contents of the shoebox gift and 2. Make certain 
that the shoeboxes have a note, are labeled and rubberbanded. Item 2: Are you willing to minister to our 
own Grace Kids for one Sunday, on November 7th during a service? 

Item 3: It is a huge task to organize our donations by age and gender to prepare for the “Packing Party.” Are 
you able to help with set-up on Saturday, November 6th at 10:30am in the gym? Please respond in the 
affirmative for Saturday and/or Sunday to Cindy Mathias via this email or a text. We will need to know 1. if 
you are available Saturday @ 10:30am, 2. during which service you will be available to walk children through 
our Grace Kid’s Packing Party, & 3.if you are attending training and lunch @ 12:15. 

Thank you for Loving, Following, & Sharing Jesus at Grace,  Tara Hubbard & Cindy Mathias 330.671.7422 


